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Hot drinks 

 

Product Sub-Group 

Fresh Milk 

 

Jura WE8 
 
Anyone who appreciates speciality coffees will love the 
very affordable Jura WE8, its innovative technologies 
revolutionise the enjoyment of coffee. The One-Touch 
menu function creates up to 12 different speciality 
coffee drinks, very simply at the touch of a button. This 
incredibly easy to use machine has a modern TFT 
display to make operation simple even for inexperienced 
users. Jura has perfected the complete brewing process 
for short coffees, the six-level Swiss made Aroma G3 
grinder ensures that the coffee is optimally ground 
allowing the WE8 to make professional barista standard 
drinks every time. It always grinds the beans fresh, 
quickly yet gently to preserve the aroma. The patented 
Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) developed by Jura, 
optimises the extraction time. To make a ristretto or an 
espresso, it forces the hot water through the ground 
coffee at short intervals to produce the perfect drink. 
The One-Touch function on the Jura WE8 allows you to 
make cappuccinos and lattes finished with milk and milk 
foam at the touch of a button, without having to move 
the cup. Its water tank can hold an impressive 3 litres 
of water, a bean container for 500 g of coffee beans and 
a coffee grounds container with a capacity of 25 portions 
make this elegant professional coffee machine the ideal 
choice for locations where around 30 speciality coffees 
are consumed per day. Cleanliness and hygiene are 
essential in any workplace, so the integrated rinsing and 
cleaning programmes combined with specially 
developed cleaning products for JURA coffee machines 
ensure perfect hygiene at the touch. 
 

 Ideal light use machine for up to 30 drinks a day 
 Water tank capacity 3 litres 
 2 programmable water temperatures 
 True 15 bar water pump pressure 
 Coffee tank: 500 g 
 Footprint 419mm (h) x 295mm (w) x 444mm (d) 
 Weight: 10 kg 

 Power: 1450 W 

 


